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Timeline of Our Hydrogen Safety Resources

◉ Hydrogen Safety Panel 
◉ Safety Knowledge Tools
◉ First Responder Training 
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Its Use as a Fuel is New to Many
► Users may lack experience or expertise for 

its safe use
► Some users have misconceptions… and 

may not know that they don’t know

Stable Foundation
► Hydrogen can be used safely… It has been 

for nearly a century by industry
► Safety knowledge and best practices exist

Dangerous Assumptions
► “We already know how to use hydrogen safety” (apathy - established users)
► “Hydrogen is like any other flammable gas” (misconceptions - new players)
► “Hydrogen is too dangerous” (fear - general public/AHJ’s)

Safety issues can be a ’deal breaker’ and must be addressed for successful hydrogen 
technology acceptance and deployment

Hydrogen can be used safely but failing to address the knowledge gaps can result in 
impactful incidents and industry setbacks

State of Hydrogen Safety
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The Impact of Incidents
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► Jan. 28, 1986, the Space Shuttle Challenger exploded 73 
seconds after take-off, killing all seven crewmembers and 
forever changing the space industry.

► June 30, 1956, two airliners, TWA Flight 2 and United Airlines 
Flight 718 collided in mid-air near the Grand Canyon, killing 
128 persons. Known as the 1956 Grand Canyon Collision, 
this disaster changed the airline industry forever.

► Dec. 2, 1984, the Union Carbide pesticide plant in Bhopal, India, released more than 
40 tons of highly toxic methyl isocyanate gas, killing 3,800 people, causing significant 
morbidity and premature death for many thousands more, and forever changing the 
chemical industry.
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► Electrolyzer
• Personnel did not fully understand the interrelation of 

electrolyzer membrane gas permeability, membrane 
degradation, and dynamic operating range

► Hydrogen Vehicle Fueling Station
• Assembly error of an end plug for the high-pressure 

hydrogen tank
► Hydrogen Transport

• Incorrect pressure relief devices installed during 
maintenance

► Hydrogen Tanker Loading
• Unauthorized repair and failure to follow procedures

► Hydrogen Bus Fueling Station
• Incompatible pressure relief device installed

► TPRD Release During Tank Testing
• Catalytic combustion hydrogen sensor did not operate

5February 15, 2021

CHS Hydrogen Incident Records
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Human Error/Factors as a 
Contributing Cause to Accident:

Cybersecurity Breaches: 90 – 95 %

Nuclear Industry: > 90%

Chemical Industry: 80%

Maritime Industry: >75%

Airplane Accidents: 60 - 80%

Industry Total Incidents – 
Nonfatal

Incidence Rate* - 
Nonfatal

Total Incidents - 
Fatal

Agriculture, forestry, fishing 
and hunting 64,200 3.7 574

Oil and Gas Extraction 1,100 0.8 13

Construction 199,100 3.0 1,008
Petroleum and coal 

products manufacturing 900 1.3 5

Chemical Manufacturing 16,100 1.9 18
Industrial Gas 

Manufacturing (Hydrogen) 200 1.0 1

Grocery Stores 86,000 4.5 38

Gasoline Stations 17,100 2.4 47

Power gen., trans., & distr. 6,800 1.7 5
Investment Banking and 

Securities 1,900 0.2 4

February 15, 2021
[1] Data Retrieved from U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics

United States Occupational Incidents in 2018[1]

* Incident rate is number of incidents per 100 full time employees per year

Perspective on Incidents Throughout Industry
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► Gasoline
• ~1,000 fueling station fires per year in the U.S. as 

a result of gasoline ignition (2004-2008) (NFPA)
• ~171,500 highway vehicle fires in the U.S. 

between 2014 and 2016 (FEMA)
o 345 deaths
o 1,300 injuries
o $1.1 billion USD in property loss
o 13% of all fires responded to by fire departments

► Natural Gas – average/year (U.S. 2007-2011) 
(NFPA)
• 13,730 fires
• 35 deaths
• 254 injuries
• $303 million USD property damage

Common Fuels Incidents

7February 15, 2021

Did you know? All fuels contain energy and can be 
hazardous if handled improperly.

2019 Gasoline Station Fire
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Utilize 
Best Safety 
Practices

Implement 
Regulations, 
Codes and 
Standards

Be 
Invested 
in Safety

A threefold cord is not quickly broken

   Three Parts, One Purpose, Strong Together
Safety…

February 15, 2021 8
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► RCS provide the information needed to 
safely build, maintain, and operate 
equipment, systems, and facilities

► Ensures uniformity of safety 
requirements

► Provides inspectors and safety officials 
the information needed to approve 
systems and installations

► Bolsters public and stakeholder 
confidence and helps protect 
investments

Hydrogen regulations, codes and standards (RCS) are maturing quickly for many mainstream fuel cell 
applications

Example codes and standards

Did you know? Many codes and standards were developed using industry best practices.

See http://www.fuelcellstandards.com/... a database of international codes and standards

Implement Regulations, Codes and Standards
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http://www.fuelcellstandards.com/
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International
► ISO TC/197 Hydrogen Technologies

• 17 published standards 
(4 in development)

• 22 participating countries

► IEC TC/105 Fuel Cell Technologies
• 24 published standards 

(11 in development)
• 19 participating countries

North America
► NFPA 2 Hydrogen Technologies Code
► CAN/BNQ 1784 Canadian Hydrogen 

Installation Code

Codes and Standards Resource: fuelcellstandards.com 

February 15, 2021

Example International Codes and Standards

10
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U.S. Codes and Standards for Hydrogen Facilities
Model Codes

• International Fire Code
• International Building Code

Model Code
References 
to NFPA 2

February 15, 2021 11
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Best practice… a technique or methodology that has 
reliably led to a desired result

Utilizing Best Safety practices:
► Implements the benefits of extensive experience in 

the safe use of hydrogen
► Protects people, equipment and environment and 

minimizes risk of incidents
► Is demonstrated by their incorporation into designs, 

standard operating procedures, etc.

February 15, 2021

A best practice record from h2tools.org

Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it. 
- George Santayana

Did you know? Hydrogen best safety practices 
are based on a wealth of knowledge and 
experience related to safe use and handling of 
hydrogen exists as a result of an extensive history 
in a wide variety of industrial and aerospace 
settings.

More info… https://h2tools.org/bestpractices/best-practices-overview

Utilize Best Safety Practices

12

https://h2tools.org/bestpractices/best-practices-overview
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Investment in Safety:
► Is directly impacted by your 

organization’s:
• Beliefs
• Perceptions
• Values

► Is critical for:
• Crafting a sustainable legacy
• Maximizing your organization’s impact 

and reaching its goals
• Ensuring long-term acceptance of the 

hydrogen industry
► Enables to RCS and best safety 

practices to bring significant benefit
► Must be demonstrated

• A culture of safety

February 15, 2021

Be Invested in Safety

13
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Connecting People to Safety Knowledge

14

► Communication of hydrogen specific safety guidance will be critical to the success of 
hydrogen as a part of the global energy transition

► Establishing and communicating best practices from a trusted, independent safety 
resource is a valuable part of the hydrogen safety ecosystem

CHS is connecting the community with safety knowledge to enable the safe and timely 
transition to hydrogen and fuel cell technologies
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Vision
► The Center for Hydrogen Safety (CHS) 

is a global non-profit dedicated to 
promoting hydrogen safety and best 
practices worldwide

Mission
► Support and promote the 

safe handling and use of hydrogen
across industrial/commercial uses and 
applications in the energy transition

► Provide a common 
communication platform 
with a global scope to ensure safety 
information, guidance and expertise is 
available to all stakeholders

Bringing together a global membership to expand the body of safety knowledge

Global
Resources

/

Center for Hydrogen Safety

February 15, 2021 15
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First Responder Hydrogen Safety Training

► Goal
• Educate first responders on unique hydrogen hazards

► Integrated Activities
• Online, awareness-level training1

• Video-based training courses2

• Classroom and hands-on operations-level training
• Trainer material (PowerPoint slides with speaker notes)

A properly trained first responder community is critical to the successful introduction of 
hydrogen fuel cell applications and their transformation in how we use energy. 

February 15, 2021

(1) https://tinyurl.com/yxfy66rp  
(2) https://tinyurl.com/y64q48ck 

16

https://tinyurl.com/yxfy66rp
https://tinyurl.com/y64q48ck
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H2Tools Best 
Safety 

Practices 
(BSP)

Hydrogen 
Safety 

Courses 
Drafted

HSP Review
CHS 

Membership 
Review

Courses 
Revised and 

Made 
Available 

Through CHS

Hydrogen 
Safety 

Credential 
Deployed

Course 
Information 

Used to 
Update  

H2Tools BSP

New Safety Courses and Updated Best Practices

17February 15, 2021

Activity Benefits
► Running start – New courses based on existing best safety practices 
► Extensive review – HSP and CHS members provide feedback and validates content
► Broad availability – Courses available through AIChE Academy
► Safety credentialing – Enabling confidence in hydrogen work force
► Best Practices refresh – Process will lead to new and updated H2Tools BSP content
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► Fundamentals Technology
► Properties and Hazards
► Safety Planning
► Facility Design and Construction
► Hydrogen System and Components
► Liquid Systems
► Material Compatibility
► Operating Systems
► Inspection and Maintenance
► Laboratory – Safe Design
► Laboratory – Safe Operations
► Chemical Hydrogen Storage and Metal Hydrides
► Fuel Cell Forklifts and Indoor Refueling 

18February 15, 2021

To support the need for workforce 
development and validation CHS anticipates 
making a hydrogen safety credential available 
in late 2021

Coming Soon CHS Courses
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Hydrogen Safety Webinar Series
► Will start in April 2021
► Intermediate and advanced topics
► Speakers from CHS membership and other invited 

experts
► Free, but recorded presentations available for 

purchase (free to CHS members)

Mini Workshops
► Half-day virtual session
► Multiple presentations to set the stage for breakout 

sessions
► Produce a product for members and stakeholders
► Will start in mid-2021

CHS Webinars and Mini-Workshops

February 15, 2021 19

Potential Webinar Series Topics
► Safety of Electrolysis Equipment
► Ventilation Considerations
► Laboratory Hydrogen Safety

Potential Mini Workshop Topics
► Public Safety — What information 

is needed?
► Safety Culture for Hydrogen 

Applications
► Hazard Analyses — Options, best 

practices and approaches, etc.
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Conference Update
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► June 2021 – Virtual Asia-Pacific Conference

Previous Conferences
► October 2020 – Virtual Europe Conference
► September 2020 – Virtual U.S. Conference 
► October 2019 – Sacramento, CA
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The Center convenes groups of CHS members around topics of shared interest to facilitate 
collaboration. Specific objectives and deliverables set by individual groups.

Update on CHS Working Groups
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► Introducing H2 into Natural Gas Infrastructure
• 11 member organizations
• Answering key H2 safety questions related to blending H2 & NG

► Hydrogen Safety Credential
• 19 member organizations
• Reviewing courses that will become the CHS Hydrogen Safety 

Credential
► Hydrogen Equipment and Component Failure Rates

• 12 member organizations
• Developed a process for collecting failure rate data for  specific 

components
• Developing a document that contains recommended failure rate 

data for H2 specific equipment & components
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The Hydrogen Safety Credential Working Group
will work in an advisory role to create a hydrogen
safety body of knowledge and roadmap, which
will serve as a foundation for the courses required
to obtain a credential through AIChE's Credential
program.

Key Deliverables
► Provide feedback and input to CHS on the hydrogen safety body of knowledge and 

roadmap
► Provide industry perspective on the needs of industry for a hydrogen safety credential
► Provide input while the CHS develops series of courses for the Hydrogen Safety 

Credential

Hydrogen Safety Credential Working Group 

22February 15, 2021
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The working group will focus on identifying safety considerations for projects related to 
introducing hydrogen into existing natural gas pipelines. This group will share best practices 
and identify safety topics that need further consideration.

Key Deliverables
► Living Document that identifies the following:

• Existing information and safety practices across the
supply chain

• Areas with conflicting information/best practices
• Areas of importance where no information exists

► Prioritize “gaps” and Identify Solutions:
• Which gaps in existing information are most important

to solve first?
• Identify potential solutions for closing this gap

► Recommendation for Next Steps

H2 to NG Working Group

23February 15, 2021

H2
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This working group was initiated based on the need 
to identify global uniform failure rates for hydrogen 
for the purpose of conducting risk assessments.

Key Deliverables
► Short Term Goal – Identify what data is currently 

out there and what are the common risk 
assessment processes 

► Long Term Goal- Compiling living document or 
database available for CHS Members, which can 
be updated with incident data

Risk Assessment/Failure Rates Working Group

24February 15, 2021
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CHS Hydrogen Incident Response Activities
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Other resources CHS may use for responding to an incident:

Working Groups – to address important safety issues and develop learnings for community and industry
Conferences & Workshops – share incident information and learnings

Technical Bulletins – members only and public safety bulletins developed and disseminated

Incident Management Guide

Education Materials – new courses, revised course content, etc.
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18 Years

556 Reviews

389 Projects

150+ Presentations

14 Guides

Background
► Formed in 2003 

► 17 members with 500+ yrs 
combined experience 

► Hydrogen safety reviews – 
hydrogen fueling, auxiliary power, 
backup power, CHP, portable 
power, and lab R&D

► White papers, reports, and guides

► Provides support on the 
application of hydrogen codes 
and standards

► H2 safety knowledge shared 
through the H2 Tools Portal 
(h2tools.org)

Hydrogen Safety Panel (HSP)
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THE HSP PROMOTES SAFE OPERATION, HANDLING, AND USE OF HYDROGEN

Impact
► Non-regulatory, objective, and 

neutral
► Helps reduce costs

• Costs from over-engineering
• Delayed approvals
• Missed safety 

considerations/features
► Provides a balanced solution to 

questions and problems
► Helps projects avoid safety 

incidents
► Helps establish stakeholder and 

public confidence

http://h2tools.org/
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CHS Use of the Hydrogen Safety Panel
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Potential Activities
► Design and document reviews
► Hazard analysis participation/review
► Site safety evaluations
► Safety training and webinars
► Outreach
► Incident investigation

Pre-
Project

Early 
Design

Early 
Operations

Program 
Support

Early Concept
Support

Successful
Project 
Implementation
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► CHS released its inaugural issue of our technical 
bulletin titled The Elemental: Placing Safety at 
the Center of Hydrogen on 10/08/2020. This 
bulletin provides a means to learn about and 
share hydrogen in an easy-to-access format.

► Available from www.aiche.org/chs. You can 
also subscribe to receive future newsletters and 
The Elemental at www.aiche.org/chsmailings.

► Let us know if you have suggestions for The 
Elemental? Email chs@aiche.org

28February 15, 2021

The Elemental

http://www.aiche.org/chs
http://www.aiche.org/chsmailings
mailto:chs@aiche.org
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Follow Us on LinkedIn
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CHS Showcase Page
► Follow us at www.linkedin.com/showcase/center-for-hydrogen-safety/
► Posts will include member highlights and news, h2tools resources, upcoming events, 

conference promotion and snapshots, among others
► Let us know if you have news for us to cross-post
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► Demonstrating that safety is a fundamental 
principal for those deploying hydrogen 
technologies

► Ensuring that neutral and trustworthy hydrogen 
safety resources will be sustained and have 
global impact

► Ensuring safety is not a significant impediment 
to stakeholder and public acceptance of 
hydrogen technologies

30February 15, 2021

The CHS Growing Community Is...
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CHS… Bringing together individuals and organizations to develop and 
share best safety practices and learnings

February 15, 2021

Nick Barilo
Executive Director | Center for Hydrogen Safety, AIChE 
120 Wall Street, 23rd Floor
New York, NY USA 
Tel: 509-371-7894
nickb@aiche.org 
http://www.aiche.org/chs 
http://h2tools.org 

Thanks for Your Attention!

mailto:nickb@aiche.org
http://www.aiche.org/chs
http://h2tools.org

